History is gruesome…and awesome. What we consider to be brutal and terrifying today pales in comparison to the events, people, battles, and civilizations of the past. For this extra credit opportunity, you will create a horror movie poster about one such item.

Format Requirements
- 8.5 x 11 (standard paper size)
- High quality images that are either hand drawn or computer designed. Only paper copies of the poster will be accepted and should be printed in full-color. If you need me to print it, see me before class or next extra credit will be earned.

Information Requirements
- **Topic Selection** – Only individuals, events, battles, etc. from Period 1 – 3 (8000 BCE – 1450 CE) will be accepted for this project.
- **Large central image(s)** – This is not a collage, so don’t just paste random pictures on the page
- **Tag Line** – memorable catch phrase used to promote the movie
- **Acting Credits** – Relevant key figures (victims) clearly indicated on the page
- **Release Date** – Approximate time period of the item (e.g. years your horrifying leader was alive)
- **Review Quote** – Include a “positive” review from a critic supporting the item
- **Production Credits** – Text at the bottom of the page should be formatted like a standard movie poster BUT instead of identifying the studio, producer, etc., you will write a brief (2-3 sentence) explanation of the item you selected. Make this as creative and descriptive as possible.
- **Directing Credit** – Your name goes here.
- **Accuracy** – All of the information included should be historically accurate and relevant.

Hints
- Check out [http://www.dafont.com/sf-movie-poster.font](http://www.dafont.com/sf-movie-poster.font) for the proper font for the Production Credits
- Keep everything school appropriate-ish. If I can’t hang it in the hallway, you can’t turn it in for points.

Potential Points – 10 points in the Exam Category

**Due Date** – October 31 (unless you are absent on Friday, then it is due on Thursday, November 2)